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Regular Writing Workshops, Spring 2020 

 
WSIP offers a regular series of 50-minute workshops weekly throughout the semester. 
Attendance is FREE for UA students, faculty, and staff as well as Tucson community 
members. Workshops are activity-based.  
 
Workshops are held in person in WSIP Room 216 located at 800 E. University Blvd, 
unless otherwise noted. 

 
Register to attend at wsip.arizona.edu/workshop-series or call (520) 621-5849 with 
questions. 

 

 
MONDAY WORKSHOPS: 12:00-12:50 a.m. Geronimo 216 unless otherwise noted* 
 
January 27: Developing Vocabulary and Academic Voice 
In this workshop, we will review useful strategies to increase your academic vocabulary and use 
it effectively in your writing to help you develop a strong academic voice. 
February 10: Challenges, Tips, & Resources for Second Language Writers 
In this workshop, we will discuss common writing concerns for second language writers in academia. We 
will brainstorm strategies and tips, and identify useful resources.  
February 24: APA Style for Academic Writing (*Zoom only. A link will be sent the day of the workshop.) 
In this workshop, we will discuss more advanced issues related to APA style, such as APA definitions (e.g., “self-
plagiarism,” “figure” vs. “table”). We’ll also review important updates in the Seventh edition of the manual. You will 
have an opportunity to ask specific APA-related questions.   
March 16: Statement Writing: Personal, Purpose, Research, and Diversity 
In this workshop, we will present a brief overview of the four most important statements required for 
graduate school and job applications. Attendees are encouraged to set up tutoring appointments 
afterwards to work on draft statements. 
March 30: Writing a Grant Proposal 
In this workshop, we will discuss the importance of concise language for grant writing. We will review 
general proposal requirement 
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WEDNESDAY WORKSHOPS: 10:00-10:50 p.m. Geronimo 216 unless otherwise noted* 

February 5: Almost Everything You Need to Know about Good Academic Writing 
In this workshop, we will review the most common academic writing errors and strategies to avoid them.  

February 19: Improving Grammar and Style 
In this workshop, we will practice writing concise sentences by eliminating problems such as unclear 
pronoun references, inconsistent verb tense, and passive voice. 
March 4: Sentence Length and Variety (*Zoom only. A link will be sent the day of the workshop.) 
In this workshop, we will learn about various sentence structures and how to use them in academic 
writing. We will practice writing and editing texts to hone our skills in sentence development. 
March 25: Using References Effectively 
In this workshop, we will review and practice paraphrasing and quoting to incorporate references 
effectively and correctly. We will consider the roles of summary and analysis in this process. 
April 8: Resumes, CVs, and Cover Letters 
In this workshop, we will review the main elements of resumes, CVs, and cover letters to prepare for the 
job market. 

                                 Video Workshop Available for Purchase:  Whittling down Wordiness** 
In this workshop, we introduce useful strategies for making writing concise by reducing redundancy, avoiding 
clutter, and using prepositions effectively. **Available in 20-minute segments for $4 per segment. 

Tutoring at WSIP 
 

WSIP also offers individual tutoring by appointment, walk-in tutoring, and 
facilitated tutoring groups.   
 
To learn more about these services as well as our library, job market prep, editing, 
and custom workshop services, visit our website at wsip.arizona.edu.  
 
Follow us on Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn. 
 

 

http://wsip.arizona.edu/
http://twitter.com/UAWritingSkills
http://facebook.com/UAWritingSkills
https://www.linkedin.com/company/writing-skills-improvement-program

